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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 59 

 

AUGUST 14, 2012 

 

By  John Hoffmann 

 

DEER CAR-CRASHES BACK TO 2011 LEVELS July is a quiet month for deer car 

crashes. In 2011 just three of the 92 total accidents involving deer were in July. Last 

month there were four deer-vehicle accidents. None of the accidents were at night.  One 

was before sunset, one at almost 7AM and two just before 12 noon.   

 

That puts the numbers of crashes at 41 for the year. That is the same as in 2011 when 

at the end of the year 292 deer were killed by sharpshooters.  In other words after killing 

292 deer there has been no reduction in accidents.  There are still a lot of deer out there 

that are involved in accidents.  Here are where the July Deer-car accidents occurred:  

 

  

38  S  9  2007  1300 Block 

Mason  

39  S  11  0650  SB 141 at WB 

64  

40  S  18  1158  SB 270 Ramp 

to WB 64  

41  S  28  1129  Conway West 

of Babler  

   

LADUE SCHOOLS OUT DOES PARKWAY OR ROCKWOOD FOR ELITISM AND 

SNOB APPEAL:  I guess the successful April election wasn’t enough for the Ladue 

School District, one problem remains. Young Courtney or Pierpont III just turned 16 are 

given a new BMW for their birthday but because they are sophomores they can’t park 

their new car at school.  They have a $70,000 car and can’t drive to school! Oh the 

horrors of teenage life in Ladue.  Due to limited parking at the Ladue High School only 

junior and seniors can drive to school.  

 

But wait there is a way for our 16-year-old future leaders or future trust fund survivors.  

They can have their parents bid for two student parking spaces given to sophomores 

with the highest bid.  Bidding opens at $250. It is sponsored by the Ladue Dad’s Club.   

http://ladue-frontenac.patch.com/articles/class-of-2015-on-line-auction-parking-pass-

available 

 

 

http://ladue-frontenac.patch.com/articles/class-of-2015-on-line-auction-parking-pass-available
http://ladue-frontenac.patch.com/articles/class-of-2015-on-line-auction-parking-pass-available
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This amazes me. Keep in mind that Olivette is part of the Ladue School District.  While 

the south side of Olivette is much like Ladue, the north side of Olive is working class 

people. That is where the better football players come from.  

 

Everybody is treated the same by the Ladue School district…I think not! How is a kid 

who is working after school, living with a single mom in an apartment north of Olive 

Blvd. who has a 20-year-old car to get to his evening job, going to out bid the father of 

Pierpont III?  He is not.   

 

I guess this is a good way for the Ladue School District to teach several valuable life 

lessons…such as: life isn’t fair; money can buy happiness; it’s not what you do in life, 

but who you are related to.  

 

Maybe some Ladue teachers trying to stretch a buck could carpool and auction off their 

faculty parking space to a sophomore.  

 

Clearly the fair way to do this would be to raffle off the two spots at $5 or $10 per raffle 

ticket.  All the kids could buy at least one chance. If it doesn’t raise as much as the 

unfair bidding starting at $250, the Ladue Dad’s Club members surely can take out their 

checkbooks and make up the difference. Better yet, instead of buying Courtney a new 

BWI for her birthday get her a Honda Civic and save $60,000, some of which you can 

put into the Ladue Dad’s Club bank account.  

 

Even better maybe the Ladue Dads Club could raffle off the right for Ladue students to 

shoot opposing players at home football games with laser pointers.  That seems to be a 

popular past time with the Ladue students, at least from corporate suites at Busch 

Stadium. 

 

WHAT TROUBLED YOU THE MOST?  Was the fact a 17-year-old Ladue student 

thought it was okay to shoot a laser beam onto the jersey of a pitcher during a game 

between the Cardinals and the Giants?  Was it the fact some kid from Ladue thought it 

was a good idea to bring a laser pointer with him to a major league baseball game.  Or 

was it the fact that an adult in charge of the corporate suite interfered with off-duty 

police officers working on a stadium security detail trying to enter the suite box? 

 

For me it was the fact that the Sisters of Mercy have a luxury suite at Busch Stadium 

with a fully stocked bar. Having box seats to use for businesses development or 

employee appreciation programs is one thing.  But having a suite with a stocked bar is 

another if your name is Sisters of Mercy.*  

* I wrote this two days before the amusing cartoon in Saturday’s Post-Dispatch made the same point.       
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SKIP MANGE, THE TAX AND SPEND REPUBLICAN:  The recent article and editorial 

in the Post-Dispatch about Skip Mange were dead-on.  Instead of finding ways not to 

cut the County Parks budget, which might include not doling out patronage jobs, County 

executive Charlie Dooley appointed to Mange to head a committee to find revenue 

sources for the Parks Department.  Mange was appointed after he sent an email to 

Dooley suggesting they pass Parks tax.  

 

Guess what?  Mange’s committee suggested just that…another tax increase.  

 

 
Dooley and Dalton lapdog Skip Mange looks over Dalton and City Clerk Pam Burdt shoulders before the 

start of Monday’s work session   

 

Sound familiar? Sure it does the former T&C mayor and County councilman and now 

current alderman Mange did the same thing on the Longview Park parking lot issue. 

Mayor Dalton appoints Mange to head a “parking” committee and the next thing you 

know the committee goes against wide spread opposition to increasing parking and 

votes to pave more of the park. The city is now spending $11,000 for an engineering 

study and even after an 80% construction grant will spend $20,000 for the new parking 

spaces that most residents don’t want.        

 

 http://www.stltoday.com/news/opinion/columns/the-platform/editorial-dooley-should-

stop-playing-with-the-county-s-parks/article_ea96f437-9531-5509-837b-

36858f4e6997.html 

 

FINANCE COMMISSION MEETING:  The first Finance Commission meeting was held 

last week.  Members were told citizens are complaining about not enough street repairs 

being done.  The Commission’s outlook for 2013 continues to be revenue remaining flat 

and expenses going up. For more than the normal amount of street repairs for 2013 it 

appears as if something else is going to have to go.   

http://www.stltoday.com/news/opinion/columns/the-platform/editorial-dooley-should-stop-playing-with-the-county-s-parks/article_ea96f437-9531-5509-837b-36858f4e6997.html
http://www.stltoday.com/news/opinion/columns/the-platform/editorial-dooley-should-stop-playing-with-the-county-s-parks/article_ea96f437-9531-5509-837b-36858f4e6997.html
http://www.stltoday.com/news/opinion/columns/the-platform/editorial-dooley-should-stop-playing-with-the-county-s-parks/article_ea96f437-9531-5509-837b-36858f4e6997.html
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The Finance Commission meetings had been held at 7:30am.  Not a good time to draw 

a crowd.  It was decided that future meetings would be held in the evening.  

  

   

COUNTY ANIMAL OFFICIAL LIED AT POLICE COMMISSION PRESENTATION: 

Julie Jordan an assistant director of the St. Louis County Health Department’s Animal 

control division apparently lied while giving a talk to the Town and Country Police 

Commission in July. 

 

 In July Julie Jordan of the County Animal control gave a presentation to the police 

commission opposing breed specific laws and ordinances (pro pit bull talk).  In her 

presentation she mentioned that in Baltimore MD pit bull dogs were not considered 

dangerous breed specific dogs.  

In fact in May of 2012 the Maryland high court (known in Maryland as the Court of 

Appeals and not the Supreme Court) issued a ruling that pit bull dogs and mix breed pit 

bull dogs were inherently dangerous and simply owning one or renting property to 

someone who owns one assumes liability before a first bite. There is opposition to this 

ruling that is putting pressure on the Maryland legislature to change the law making all 

breeds of dogs a first bite liability to help pit bull owners. However at the time of her 

speech pit bull dogs in Baltimore Maryland were in a class as a “dangerous dog.”       

http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/law-to-aid-pit-bull-owners-could-make-all-md-dog-

owners-liable-for-bites/2012/08/09/2570a76e-e0b3-11e1-a421-8bf0f0e5aa11_story.html 

However what she did say about breed specific laws bringing lawsuits by people who 

have to have a pit bull was very true. One was just filed against Manchester by a 

woman who has two pit bulls.   

 

She was at Monday’s meeting to congratulate the board just before they passed the 

new dog ordinance dropping [pit bulls as a named “dangerous breed.” 

 

“Thank you for looking into this and not just looking at a pit bull,” said Jordan. 

 

At no time were the Police Commission or the Board of Aldermen present with any 

testimony about the dangers of pit bulls, such as how their bite is the strongest of any 

breed and the damage it does to dogs and humans.  

 

Here is what the Colorado Supreme Court said about pit bulls in upholding a pit bull ban 

in Denver in 2005: 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/law-to-aid-pit-bull-owners-could-make-all-md-dog-owners-liable-for-bites/2012/08/09/2570a76e-e0b3-11e1-a421-8bf0f0e5aa11_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/law-to-aid-pit-bull-owners-could-make-all-md-dog-owners-liable-for-bites/2012/08/09/2570a76e-e0b3-11e1-a421-8bf0f0e5aa11_story.html
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 "[pit bulls] inflict more serious wounds than other breeds. They tend to attack the 

deep muscles, to hold on, to shake, and to cause ripping of tissues. Pit bull 

attacks were compared to shark attacks." 

 

But the police and board of aldermen elected not to hear the other side.  

http://www.dogsbite.org/dangerous-dogs-pit-bull-faq.php 

  

TOWN AND COUNTRY, DES PERES,  AND LADUE SAY NO TO SALES TAX 

HOLIDAY…CHESTERFIELD AND CREVE COEUR A LITTLE MORE GENEROUS 

DURING THIS RECESSION:  The governments representing a lot of rich people have 

decided not to participate in the Back to School Sales Tax Holiday the first weekend of 

August. This is where sales tax is not charged on certain amounts of clothes, school 

supplies and laptops.  

 

The cities of Chesterfield, Creve Coeur, Olivette and Wildwood all participated and 

waived city sales taxes on specific items. However, the super rich folks of Clayton, 

Ladue, Frontenac, Town and Country, Des Peres, plus the regular folks of Manchester, 

Ballwin and Ellisville are summer Scrooges and refused to participate.  

 

When I was an elected official I always voted for these two-day sales tax holidays on 

certain items under the belief that it would bring people into stores, which helped the 

merchants and those people would end up buying other products that were not part of 

the sales tax holiday which rang the city’s sales tax register.  

 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS COMMISSION MEETS FINALLY BUT BARELY:    As 

regular readers know I question whether the Community Relations Commission should 

have ever been formed, that there is no need for it and it is not a function of government 

to plan and throw parties and have shopping events on city property.  

 

While commissions are supposed to have 10 members plus a chairperson from the 

Board of Aldermen, the Community Relations Commission has only four members!  So 

few people on a number of commissions bother to show up for meetings 

Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist Jon Dalton was forced to push through a bill that changed the 

definition for a quorum from the Roberts Rules of Order recommended “one more than 

50%” to just 40%.  

 

There are only four current members of the Community Relations Commission, 

meaning they all have to be present to have a quorum.  

 

http://www.dogsbite.org/dangerous-dogs-pit-bull-faq.php
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On Tuesday August 7, they tried to have the first meeting since February. Here is how 

things played out. 

 

6:45pm  Commission Chair Ald. Gussie Crawford and staff liaison Mary Olsen showed 

up at the Longview House for the 7pm meeting.  

 

6:55pm  The first member arrived. One down and three to go! 

 

7:05pm  The second member arrived for the 7pm meeting. 

 

7:10pm  Mary Olsen called the two remaining members.  One answered while driving 

and said she is on the way.  The second said she forgot about the meeting and would 

be there shortly.  

 

7:12pm  Member who was driving to meeting arrives 

 

7:17pm  The person who forgot about the meeting, shows up and 17 minutes after the 

schedule start of the meeting a quorum is present.  

 

The member who showed up on time and Chairman Crawford looked like normal 

people. The three tardy members all looked like they might have been sent over by the 

casting director for The Real Housewives of Town and Country.   

 

Here is what was discussed: 

 

Holiday Boutique:  It was decided that free cookies (that were from Wal Mart last year) 

coffee and water would be offered at the Holiday Boutique in November. Mary Olsen 

said she has had called from vendors already.  Someone suggests that they get Ace 

Hardware to donate bottles of water. Yikes!  Does the Green Team Commission know 

about how this commission wants evil plastic bottles at a city event?   

 

I remained mystified why the city is using city property to bring in vendors who will 

compete against licensed and taxpaying businesses.  Call me old-fashion, but is this 

event really needed?   

 

Impressions of Town and Country:  The four persons were reminded that this year’s 

Fall Festival was moved to Saturday October 13 and they Arts Commission requested 

help at the annual Plein Air painting contest reception. For a couple of the members 

Mary Olsen had to describe what the Plien Air event was.  
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Art, Wine and Music:  This winter event was the brainchild of former CR Commission 

member and local realtor Laura McDonald. Have a two hour party at the Longview 

House and charge people $20. She originally justified the event claiming that booking 

for the Longview House were weak in January so the event could spotlight the facility. 

Heck, nighttime bookings of the Longview House are weak all year not just in January. 

McDonald has since moved out of town.  

 

Another reason for the event was to get people out of their house after the post-

Christmas let down. Now really is it the role of government to help get you out of the 

house after Christmas? 

 

The big discussion on this was when to have it. For a while it appeared it appeared as if 

March 1 would be the date. Then Mary Olsen reminded them it was originally suppose 

to be in January, even thought last year it was in February. It was then decided to hold it 

on February 8. The risk of having this events in January and early February is bad 

weather.  

 

One member had mentioned how much Mayor Dalton and his wife liked the event. This 

caused someone else to later remark, “Let’s let Mr. Dalton and Mrs. Dalton spearhead 

it.”  

 

It was mentioned that the Arts Commission has volunteered to find artists for the event 

and will donate wine. My guess is the Bill Schawacker of the Arts Commission and 

official Art Snob is likely going to be the Wine Snob also.  

 

Top Comment of the Night: I had to do my best to keep from bursting out in laughter 

when the following comment was made while discussing a date for the event: 

 

“Isn’t there a holiday in February about some president?”  

 

Art, Wine and Music $20 or Free:  If you go to the end of this newsletter you will see 

where you can go and enjoy art, wine and music for free and not pay $20 to enter a 

government building.  

 

Hard to end the meeting: At the end of the night Alderwoman Crawford asked if there 

was a motion to adjoin.  Everyone kept talking causing Crawford to say, “I guess we can 

stay here all night, but I’ d like a motion to adjoin.” 

 

This caused a member to asked why she wqas doing this.  She replied that meetings 

are run by Roberts Rules of Order. 
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“We never did that before,” was the response.   

Irony:  Dalton had stuck village idiot/alderman Steve Fons as the chair of this 

commission because his ineptitude would not keep these women from throwing a party 

and Fons could do little harm. However with Fons gone, he has but newly elected 

Gussie Crawford in his place.  

 

Crawford for decades has sat on the National Board of Directors of the AAU.  In the 

next three months she is flying off to meetings in Kentucky, Ohio and Hawaii.  I think 

she might be better qualified to chair something other than the Party Commission.                 

  

BOARD OF ALDERMEN MEETING:  

 

Little Lord Fauntleroy:  That title is usually reserved for Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist Jon 

Dalton who used to show up for meetings with the white French cuffs and collar on a 

blue shirt. Of course Dalton is little and usually over dressed as most o ver priced 

lawyers are.  

 

However on Monday it was Tim Welby who showed up with in the blue shirt with the 

white French cuffs and collar.  Welby a food salesman who drives a Ford company car 

and who is short won the Little Lord Fauntleroy title for the night.     

 

Death of a Mayor:  Mayor Dalton began the meeting by announcing the death of former 

T&C Mayor Diane Heitlein, who served as mayor from 1995-to-1997. She was also a 

long time member of the Town and Country Garden Club.  

 

 
Portrait of Mayor Heitlein.   
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 Solar Power:  A roof solar panel was approved for a house at 1900 Ridgemoor Court. 

 

Missouri Baptist Hospital: Consulting engineer George Stock gave a presentation on 

The Missouri Baptist Medical Center plan to plop a two story 92,000 square foot office 

building on top of an existing parking garage.  The bill was first read and will be voted 

on at the next meeting.  

 

Stock spoke about how the building addition will make an outstanding appearance of 

the parking garage from I-270.  He failed to mention Missouri Baptist had run out of 

money to build a six story 185,000 square foot medical office building that was originally 

planned.  

  

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS…THE MONEY GAME: Here is a look at some 

local candidates and how the money is flowing in. 

 

JOHN DIEHL The man without an opponent but with lots of cash: This year like 

prior elections State representative John Diehl has no opposition in the primary or 

general election. Half way through the year Diehl had raised $318,000.  He then dished 

off $61,000 mostly to other Republican candidates.  We have written about this in the 

past. You give Diehl $50, that $50 could easily end up in the coffers of some candidate 

on the other side of the state or to a candidate who you do not support.  

 

Like in past years the majority of Diehl’s contributions are coming from outside of his 

district and many from outside of Missouri.  As one of our newsletter reader calls it, 

”Let’s make a Diehl.” 

 

SLEAZE FACTOR: Here is one of his larger contributors…the payday loan company 

TitleMax from Georgia gave him $2,000.  Healthcare and insurance companies are 

funneling thousands of dollars to Diehl for his tough race against no one, usually with 

contributions between $1,000 and $5,000. 

 

I’m not sure what an allegedly good Republican like Diehl is doing getting money from 

labor unions, but he is getting cash from the firefighters union. This brings up two 

questions…why is Diehl taking money from Firefighters Local 2665 and what do they 

except from him? The other question is why is the fire union forking over cash to a guy 

with no opponents.  Can’t member’s money be better spent?  Of course if your cynical 

you might call these type of contributions BRIBES.  
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Cigarettes:  Phillip Morris top Missouri lobbyist John Bardgett of Chesterfield dropped 

$1,000 in the Diehl war chest for the race against no one.  

 

Under “Expenditures” Diehl paid over $45,000 to credit card companies.  How are you 

racking up $45,000 in credit card bills running against no one? 

 

He also paid over $10,000 for consultants, printing and airline tickets to run against no 

one. Plus why does he need to buy US Air tickets? I don’t think there are any direct 

flights between Frontenac and Chesterfield! 

 

Dishing off to other candidates:  Let’s say you are not supporting Lt. Governor Peter 

Kinder after his connection to east side strippers and billing taxpayers for weekend 

stays at luxury St. Louis and Kansas City hotels were made public.  But you did make a 

contribution to Diehl. Diehl’s records show he transferred $5,000 to Kinder.  

 

Let’s say you are a good Republican but think what Ed Martin did was outrageous and 

ethically challenged in slandering a lawyer assigned to Governor Matt Blunt because 

the employee did his job and told Blunt emails were open public records. Martin was 

also behind the firing of the lawyer, a move that cost the State of Missouri $1.5 million in 

court judgments and legal fees. You have no intention of giving Martin a dime. But you 

did give Diehl a small donation.  Diehl then later gave Martin $2,500 from his campaign 

account where your money ended up.  

 

EIGHT DAYS BEFORE ELECTION:  Since Diehl’s report covering the first half of the 

year, he has had to file another campaign contribution report.  This one is from July 1 to 

eight days before Tuesday August 7 primary election. In that time he collected $28,200 

to run against no one from 22 contributors. Only three were from Diehl’s district. Five 

were from out of Missouri altogether.  

 

Diehl currently has $264,990 on hand. It can be expensive running against no one.  

 

Lobbying   So far in 2012 Diehl has accepted 46 gifts from Lobbyist totaling $3,667.76.  

The gifts include food, golf outings, baseball tickets, basketball tickets, travel expenses, 

and banquet tickets.   

 

 

JANE CUNNINGHAM:  Unlike Diehl Sen. Jane Cunningham is not running against 

anyone. She was redistricted out of a seat and wasn’t happy about it. She started the 

second quarter of 2012 with $206,004.  She paid out about $38,000 in legal fees and 

expenses from suing to unsuccessfully overturn the court’s redistricting decision.  
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She has $158,000 left in her campaign account after doling out $9,200 to local 

candidates.  

 

Lobbying:  Jane really scaled back accepting food and entertainment from lobbyists in 

2012.  So far 20 times she has eaten on the dime of lobbyists totaling $630.15.  

 

In 2011 Jane grabbed $1,811.95 from lobbyists including not just food, but tickets to 

Cardinal and Rams games, plus $500 in tickets for the Peabody Opera House.  

 

Cunningham’s staff was also picking up fringe benefits from lobbyists. In 2011 her staff 

got $3,393.84 in freebies from lobbyists including food, football tickets and six wedding 

presents. While Jane scaled back in 2012, her staff didn’t.  They accepted 105 gifts 

totaling $2,508.33.   

 

SUE ALLEN:  State Rep Sue Allen of Town and Country had represented the 92nd 

District. She is now running unopposed in the new 100th District. She apparently needs 

a lot less money to run unopposed than Diehl does. She accepted 11 contributions in 

the second quarter, including from the Monarch Firefighters for Public Awareness. Her 

largest contribution came from Pfizer in New York City. She has a mere $20,928 on 

hand to win the election against no one.  

 

Lobbying: In 2012 Sue Allen accepted 36 gifts from lobbyists totaling $1,292.05. 

besides dinner she got Missouri Basketball tickets and a Valentine Day cupcake from 

cigarette lobbyist John Bardgett. Interesting that Allen is a healthcare professional but 

accepted a Valentine gift from a tobacco lobbyist. What is so hard in saying NO? The 

cupcake was valued at $3.21…that should be easy to say no to.  

 

Three staffers of Allen got food gifts but it hardly seemed fair for two of them. Matt 

Schumann got $2.00 worth of food and beverages. Sean Grove more than doubled that 

taking a $5.00 food and drink gift. However, Deanna Norris received a $49.90 dinner.  

 

BUSINESS NEWS:  I meant to include this in the last newsletter.  If you have not 

noticed the PNC Bank Branch on Mason Road at Manchester closed up and moved out 

at the end of July.  

 

However, next door the “For Lease” sign is down and there is some activity in the old 

Wendy’s/Dickie’s B-B-Q building.  
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The For Sale sign is up at the service station on the northeast corner of Clayton and 

Ballas. McNamara Service located across the street bought out the prior operator.  After 

several years of little business at the new station it was closed up earlier this year.   

 

It has been two months since the Pro Max fitness outlet at Town and Country Crossing 

bit the dust. Eugene’s Custard is still not open, but the signs are still up.  Is someone 

still paying rent?    

 IVORY SOAP NOW JUST LIKE ICE CREAM:  Do you remember five years ago or 

longer when most of the ice cream companies started putting false empty bottoms on 

the cartons. It still looked like a half gallon of ice cream, but it wasn’t. 

 

Now Protector and Gamble have joined the parade of trying to trick consumers. I have 

bought Ivory soap all my adult life.  It works and doesn’t leave you with a specific “soap 

odor.” Plus the nice big square bars seemed to last longer than the oval ones. I never 

checked to see what soap was the cheapest.  I just went and bought Ivory.  

 

Two weeks ago I purchased 10 bars of Ivory Soap.  The package didn’t seem as big. 

When I took a bar out it was clearly smaller than the bars of Ivory Soap I had been 

buying for the last 39-years.  

 

I called the Ivory Soap Questions Line and learned the P&G dropped the size of a bar of 

Ivory from 4.5 oz to 4-ounces. It might be time to start looking for bars of soap that are 

still big if it wasn’t for the fact that Ivory was apparently the last company to reduce the 

size of a bar of soap.  All the other manufacturers have already done it. Irish Spring 

might be the one to take special note of. Instead of reducing the size of a bar from 4.5oz 

to 4.0, a bar of Irish Spring is now 3.75oz.  

  

                                    

COLUMN AND INVITATION:   

 

MY WIFE HAD AN “A” JOB WHEN WE GOT MARRIED…31 YEARS LATER IT IS A 

DIFFERENT JOB, BUT STILL AN “A” JOB:   Back in 1981 when my wife, Diana and I 

were still in “fiancée status” we both had “A” jobs.  She was an insurance adjuster, who 

would climb up on roofs of houses and barns to look at damage. I was an arson 

investigator working for insurance companies. 

 

The day after our honeymoon I went back to being a cop, working a midnight shift for 

two years and still investigating fires and arsons off duty. She went back to adjusting 

insurance claims. She started to get promoted when we lived in Kansas City. At one 

point it took me working three jobs to make as much as she was as a claims supervisor.  
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Her career took us to Maryland where she was a “home office” supervisor having a 

portion of the country to oversee claims. She avoided 17 different layoffs, RIFs and 

downsizing before finally getting the ax. However she found another similar job in a 

month where she stayed for two years before quitting. 

 

When we moved back to St. Louis she took an interim job as the risk manager for BJC. 

It was a job she did not want as a fulltime grind for the next 10 years, but was happy to 

do until BJC ended their search and filled the position nine months later. 

 

It was after that she switched to the other “A” job which had been a hobby. She started 

her career as an Artist.  I know what you are thinking…there are more “artists” than 

there are realtors and only a few make any money and you’d be right. But there are 

some perks to having an artist at  home. 

 

Instead of having vacation photos, in the early 2000s we had vacation landscapes. 

 

Here is a suburban train station outside of Oslo, Norway: 

 

  
 

Most people who go to Bar Harbor, Maine take photos of the harbor.  Diana did a 

painting of the town square, including the Coca-Cola truck making a delivery. 
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Here is one from last year’s vacation.  A Studebaker sports coupe parked on the street 

at Fishermen’s Wharf in San Francisco. 
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Here is another one from last year’s vacation…a backroom of the haunted Bookstore in 

Sidney, British Columbia. 

 

.   

 

I like these kinds of paintings.  I can see people and wonder where they are taking a 

train to, how hard is it for the Coke truck driver to find a place to park during the tourist 

season, or how many miles are on the Studebaker.  

 

Now here is the kind of painting other artists like that I don’t get.  It’s a flower with odds 

and ends in the center.  
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Diana grew up on a dairy farm in central Missouri so we have are a number of painting 

of cows including a self-portrait of her as a high school girl, washing Audra-the-cow.  

These paintings have come in handy.  When Chick-fil-a has the Cow Appreciation Day 

and gives a chicken sandwich dinner to people who come in dressed as cows, we each 

carry in an oil painting of a Holstein and get free food.      

 

    
 

One corner of our den is dedicated to rosters and chickens.  Including is one painting of 

a hen house that has chicken wire across the frame. 
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She has also done very well with a hammer and chisel winning several awards here and 

in Washington DC for sculptures. One winner called Weeping Girl is of a woman with 

her head in her hands. It was a prize winner. It now sits in my bathroom.  (A key to a 31-

year marriage is separate baths.  She gets the master bath and I take the hall bath.)  It 

is on the sink where I stand when getting out of the shower every day.  I think she might 

be sending me a message.      

 

The others include a Koala bear with a Joey in her pouch was an award winner at the 

Washington DC Art League. It now sits on the floor in our living room. 

 

\\ 

 

 A turtle she did out of stone and metal now guards a garden. 
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But some of the toughest things to get used to are future projects that you are not clued 

in on. For about a year Diana would buy rusted and worn out shovels at estate sales. I’d 

ask why and she would reply, “I have something in mind.”  Here is the result…Yard Art. 

 

   
 

 

Then there were the bottle caps.  I liked this sudden obsession because she enjoyed 

going with me to different bars where jazz groups were playing. She would develop  

relationships with the bartenders who would save her beer bottle caps.  She then would 

cut out pieces of wood in the form of a fish and paint them using bottle caps, old clocks 

and other metal items she would find at estate sales.  In a recent art show on 

Washington Avenue downtown, one of her fishes was juried into the show. It did not win 

a prize but it was one of the first art works to sell.  
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BEFORE SHOVELS AND BOTTLECAPS THERE WERE THE PLASTIC BAGS:  for 

over two years Diana would spent time looking though the boxes in front of Schnuck’s 

and Dierberg’s  taking colorful plastic bags left for recycling.  

 

Our basement began to look like a cross between a recycling center and a sweat shop.  

Diana and a friend would use large pressers and heavy duty sewing machines and 
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make ladies handbags out of recycled plastic shopping bags. Prior to the recession 

hitting at the end of 2008 they sold quite a few of these bags.   Since 2009 sales have 

been slow and there have been few new bags.  Diana and her friend consider the bags 

as art work since they design them and don’t make two alike. Recently one of Diana’s 

handbags won a $500 prize in an art contest. 
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AND NOW THE INVITATION: Diana is in part of an art show at the St. Louis Artists 

Guild in Oak Knoll Park at the corner of Clayton Road and Big Bend in Clayton 

(entrance off Big Bend).  The opening is Friday night August 24 from 6-9. It is FREE. 

There will be free wine, finger food and Diana has a jazz trio featuring Carol Beth True 

on piano and Larry Johnson on sax playing.  You are cordially invited.  

 

 After the show why not join some of us at the Frontenac Grill for pizza and Jim Manley 

and the Charley B Group from 9-to-midnight.  

 

  
  

COMING UP IN THE NEXT NEWSLETTER:  

 

We look at the Missouri Baptist trail along I-270 to Clayton Road.  

 

We look at our suggested changes to the 2012 County Budget that would save cuts to 

the County Parks.  Apparently Skip Mange’s committee missed these when they 

suggested a tax increase.  

 

God on Our Side is again spoken by a West County Politician.  

 

We also look at the missing photos caper and rule out the chief of police as a suspect, 

but wonder how many detectives it takes to drop off a copy of a report.   

     

 

CARTOONS: Featuring a lot of Chick-fil-a cartoons.  
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